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234 L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal SubmersionsOur method consists in attaching to a conformal submersion the unique Rieman-nian submersion with the same total space, base space and projection, writing down itsfundamental equations, then taking their conformal invariant components by means ofappropriate projections.All manifolds and geometric objects on them are di�erentiable and of class C1.2. Riemannian submersionsFor a submersion we shall denote by H and V the orthogonal projectors of the tangentspace of the total space on its horizontal and, respectively, vertical subspaces.We recall that, for a Riemannian submersion P : (N;G) �! (B; g) the fundamentaltensors T and A are de�ned for E;F 2 �(TN) by (see also [3]):TEF = HrVE(VF ) + VrVE(HF )AEF = VrHE(HF ) +HrHE(VF )where r is the Levi-Civita connection of G.The purpose of this section is to reformulate the fundamental equations of a Rieman-nian submersion in a form suitable for our further considerations.Let R be the curvature tensor �eld of (N;G) and RV its restriction to the verticalsubspaces. Let Rf be the curvature tensor �eld of the �bre f of the submersion.For a two-form h on the vertical space with values in the horizontal space we associatea (0; 4) tensor �eld ~h on the vertical space by letting:~h(U; V;E; F ) = G(h(U; V ); h(E;F )) �G(h(V;E); h(U;F ))where U; V;E; F are vertical vector �elds. The following equation holds for a Riemanniansubmersion(2:1) RV = Rf + ~TWe call (2.1) the vertical Gauss equation (note that here T denotes its restriction to thevertical subspace). Let now RH be the restriction of R to the horizontal spaces. Denoteby R̂ the horizontal lift of the curvature RB of the base space (B; g). More precisely, forhorizontal vector �elds X;Y;Z;H de�ne:R̂(X;Y;Z;H) = RB(P�X;P�Y;P�Z;P�H)For a two-form k on the horizontal space with values in the vertical space we de�ne thefollowing (0,4) tensor �eld on the horizontal space:~~k(X;Y;Z;H) = 2G(k(Z;H); k(Y;X)) �G(k(H;Y ); k(Z;X)) +G(k(Z; Y ); k(H;X))If we denote also by A the restriction of A to the horizontal spaces, then the secondfundamental equation for Riemannian submersions can be written:(2:2) RH = R̂+ ~~A



L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions 235We call (2.2) the horizontal Gauss equation. Let us denote byHR the horizontal componentof the restriction of the (1,3) curvature tensor �eld of (N;G) to the vertical subspaces.For a �eld of bilinear forms l on the vertical (resp. horizontal) space with values inthe horizontal (resp. vertical) space we de�ne the following �eld of trilinear forms on thevertical (resp. horizontal) space with values in the horizontal (resp. vertical) space:( ~rl)(X;Y;Z) = (rX l)(Y;Z) � (rY l)(X;Z)where X;Y;Z are vertical (resp. horizontal) vector �elds and where:(rXl)(Y;Z) = H(rX l(Y;Z)) � l(V(rXY ); Z) � l(Y;V(rXZ))(resp: (rX l)(Y;Z) = V(rXl(Y;Z)) � l(H(rXY ); Z) � l(Y;H(rXZ)))Thinking, as before, T as the restriction to the vertical space, the third fundamentalequation of a Riemannian submersion assumes the form:(2:3) HR = ~rTWe call (2.3) the vertical Codazzi equation.Let now VR be the vertical component of the restriction to horizontal spaces of the(1,3) curvature tensor �eld of (N;G). We de�ne a trilinear form L on the horizontal spaceswith values in the vertical spaces by the formula:G(L(X;Y;Z); V ) = G(TV Z;AXY )where X;Y;Z (resp. V ) are horizontal (resp. vertical) vector �elds.An equivalent form for the fourth fundamental equation will now be:(2:4) VR = ~rA� 2LWe shall call it the horizontal Codazzi equation. Finally we write the last fundamentalequation of a Riemannian submersion in its usual form:(2:5) G(R(X;V )Y;W ) = G((rVA)XY;W )�G((rXT )VW;Y )++G(AXV;AYW ) �G(TVX;TW Y )where X;Y (resp. V;W ) are horizontal (resp. vertical) vector �elds.Remark 2.1 - The tensors ~h and ~~k above were obtained from the given tensors h and kby means of the metric G. How do they behave at a conformal change of metric on thetotal space? To answer the question let G� = e2�G; � 2 C1(N) and de�ne for X;Y;Z;U(vertical or horizontal)~h�(X;Y;Z;U) = G�(h(X;Y ); h(Z;U)) �G�(h(Y;Z); h(X;U))



236 L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions~k�(X;Y;Z;U) = 2G�(k(Z;U); k(Y;X)) �G�(k(U; Y ); k(Z;X)) +G�(k(Z; Y ); k(U;X))We obtain: ~h� = e2�~h; ~~k� = e2�~~k3. Algebraic preparationIn this section we briey recall some linear algebraic facts to be used in the followingsections.Let (V n; G) be an Euclidian vector space and fE1; :::; Eng an orthonormal frame onV n (n � 3).We denote by E the vector space of (0,4) tensors on V n satisfying the following prop-erties1) T (X;Y;Z;W ) + T (Y;X;Z;W ) = 02) T (X;Y;Z;W ) + T (Y;X;W;Z) = 03) T (X;Y;Z;W ) + T (Z;X; Y;W ) + T (Y;Z;X;W ) = 0An element of E is called an algebraic curvature tensor (a.c.t.). Starting with ana.c.t. T one associates a symmetric (0,2) tensor c(T ) and a scalar function r(T ) de�nedrespectively by: c(T )(X;Y ) = trGT (X; �; Y; �) =X� T (X;E�; Y;E�)r(T ) = trGc(T ) =X�;� T (E�; E�; E�; E�)The Weyl part of an a.c.t. is de�ned asC(T ) = T + 1n� 2c(T ) ̂ G� r(T )2(n� 1)(n� 2)G ̂Gwhere ̂ is the Kulkarni-Nomizu product de�ned, in general, for two symmetric (0,2)tensors h and k on V n as follows:(h ̂ k)(X;Y;Z;W ) = h(X;Z)k(Y;W ) + h(Y;W )k(X;Z)�� h(X;W )k(Y;Z) � h(Y;Z)k(X;W )It is well-known that C : E �! E is a projector: C2 = C and that C(E) is an invariantirreducible subspace of E with respect to the natural action of O(n) on E (cf [1]).As an example, the Riemannian curvature tensor R of a Riemannian manifold is ana.c.t.; then c(R) is the Ricci tensor and r(R) is the scalar curvature; �nally C(R) is theWeyl tensor.



L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions 237Let now V �n be another vector space and denote by T a V �n-valued trilinear form onV n. For X;Y;Z 2 V n we de�neC(T )(X;Y;Z) = T (X;Y;Z) � 1n� 1X� fT (E�; Y;E�)G(X;Z)�� T (E�;X;E�)G(Y;Z)gWe proved in [7] that C is a projector (C2 = C) and, if F is the subspace of tensors Tsatisfying: T (X;Y;Z) + T (Y;X;Z) = 0T (X;Y;Z) + T (Z;X; Y ) + T (Y;Z;X) = 0then C(F) is an irreducible invariant subspace of F with respect to the natural action ofO(n) on F .Obviously the de�nition of C (resp. C) depends on the metric G on V n. If G� = e2�Gis a conformal metric with G on V n; � 2 R, denote with C� (resp. C�) the same operatorconstructed out of G�. It is easy to check that C�(T ) = C(T ) (resp. C�(T ) = C(T )). Weshall use in the following only metrics belonging to a �xed conformal class, thus we shallnot specify in which metric C (resp. C) is computed.Remark 3.1 In the notations of the previous section, let k be a �eld of bilinear forms onthe vertical (resp. horizontal) spaces with values in the horizontal (resp. vertical) spacesin such a way that one may consider ~rk. For a metric G� = e2�G denote with r� itsLevi-Civita connection and, for vertical (resp. horizontal) vector �elds X;Y;Z consider:( ~r�k)(X;Y;Z) = (r�Xk)(Y;Z)� (r�Y k)(X;Z)Then a straightforward computation based on the well-known formula:(3:1) r�XY = rXY +X(�)Y + Y (�)X � g(X;Y )gradG�shows that, if k is symmetric, C( ~r�k) = C( ~rk)4. Conformal submersionsLet � : (N;G�) �! (B; g) be a conformal submersion as in the Introduction (note thathere G� is only a notation). The following equivalent de�nition is natural:Lemma 4.1 � is a conformal submersion if and only if there exists a function � 2 C1(N),uniquely associated to �, such that for every x 2 M and for every horizontal vectorsX;Y 2 TxN one has: G�x(X;Y ) = e2�(x)gx(��X;��Y ).



238 L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal SubmersionsWe shall call � the associated function of the conformal submersion �.One easily deduces:Lemma 4.2 If � is the associated function of �, then the metric GG = e�2�G�is the unique metric on N, conformal with G, with the property that p : (N;G) �! (B; g),where p is de�ned by p(x) = �(x); x 2 N , is a Riemannian submersion.We shall call p : (N;G) �! (B; g) the associated Riemannian submersion.The following result is also immediate and its proof is left to the reader.Lemma 4.3 All the submersions obtained from a given conformal submersion� : (N;G�) �! (B; g) by conformal changes on the total space are conformal submer-sions and have the same associated Riemannian submersion p : (N;G) �! (B; g).From formula (3.1), the Levi-Civita connection r of G is related to the Levi-Civita r� ofG� by: rXY = r�XY �X(�)Y � Y (�)X +G�(X;Y )grad��where grad�� is the gradient of � with respect to G�.Let now � : (N;G�) �! (B; g) be the generic conformal submersion with associatedRiemannian submersion a given (�xed) one p : (N;G) �! (B; g).From Lemma 4.3 and (3.1) we deduce:Lemma 4.4 The equality:DXY = r�XY �X(�)Y � Y (�)X +G�(X;Y )grad��de�nes a connection on N that is independent from the conformal submersion �: it coin-cides in fact, with the Levi-Civita connection on the total space of the associated Rieman-nian submersion p : (N;G) �! (B; g).Remark 4.5 The above construction is closely related to the one of a G-connection in [4].In the following we consider a �xed class of conformal submersions, associated to a �xedRiemannian submersion, thus we shall no more specify the submersion by means of whichwe compute the connection D.Let us now de�ne, for the given conformal submersion �, the (1,2) tensors T and A:TEF = HDVEVF + VDVEHF; E;F 2 �(TN)AEF = VDHEHF +HDHEVF; E;F 2 �(TN)



L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions 239Remark 4.6 If T and A are the fundamental tensors of the associated Riemannian sub-mersion, then T = T; A = A:Remark 4.7 If �0 is a conformal submersion obtained from � by a conformal change ofG�, then T 0 = T ; A0 = A so that we have not to specify in what conformal submersion Tand A are computed when, as we mentioned above, the conformal class is �xed.We now recall that a totally geodesic submanifold of a Riemannian manifold is changedinto a totally umbilical submanifold by a conformal change of the metric of the ambientspace. We also recall that T = 0 for a Riemannian submersion is a condition equivalentwith: all �bres are totally geodesic. Then from Remark 4.6 we derive:Lemma 4.8 The �bres of a conformal submersion are totally umbilical if and only if T = 0.In view of Lemma 4.2 the tensors T and A are uniquely associated to the conformalsubmersion �. Moreover, they determine it, namely we have:Theorem 4.9 Let �i : (N;G�i ) �! (B; g); i = 1; 2, be two conformal submersions withT 1 = T 2;A1 = A2. If N is connected and �1 and �2 have equal derivatives in a certainpoint x0 2 N , then �1 = �2.Proof. We only have to observe that in our hypothesis the Riemannian submersions as-sociated to �1 and �2 have equal fundamental tensors; the result thus follows from thecorresponding theorem of O'Neill [5].5. The three �rst fundamental equationsIn this section we establish the analogues for conformal submersions of the vertical Gaussequation (2.1), the horizontal Gauss equation (2.2) and of the vertical Codazzi equation(2.3).Let � : (N;G�) �! (B; g) be a generic conformal submersion, as above, with asso-ciated Riemannian submersion a �xed Riemannian submersion p : (N;G) �! (B; g), i.e.G� = e2�G; � 2 C1(N). Let RV = Rf + ~Tbe the vertical Gauss equation of p. From Remark 4.6 we can write:RV = Rf + ~Tand applying to both members the projector C we obtain:C(RV) = C(Rf ) + C( ~T )But C(RV ) is the Weyl tensor, WV , of the restriction of R to the vertical space and C(Rf )is the Weyl tensor, Wf , of the �bre f through the point of N where the equation isconsidered. Then we have: WV =Wf + C( ~T ):



240 L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal SubmersionsWe now recall that changing the metric G with the metric G� = e2�G changes the Weyltensor Wf in: W �f = e2�Wfand the Weyl tensor WV (cf. [6]) in: W �V = e2�WVMoreover, from Remark 2.1, we have:C( ~T �) = e2�C( ~T )thus the equation(5:1) W �V =W �f + C( ~T �)holds good. Lemma 4.3 insures us that equality (5.1) is invariant at conformal changes ofthe metric G�. We call (5.1) the vertical conformal Gauss equation.Let now RH = R̂+ ~~Abe the horizontal Gauss equation of p. Recalling Remark 4.6 we apply C to both membersand get: C(RH) = C(R) + C( ~~A )We now de�ne Ŵ � = e2�C(R̂)and observe that C(RH) is the Weyl tensor, WH, of the restriction of R to the horizontalspaces. Changing G into G� alters WH by multiplication with e2� (cf. [7]):W �H = e2�WHFrom Remark 2.1 we also have: C( ~~A �) = e2�C( ~~A )and we can write(5:2) W �H = Ŵ � + C( ~~A �)The conformal invariance of (5.2) follows, as before, from Lemma 4.3. We call (5.2)horizontal conformal Gauss equation.We now consider the vertical Codazzi equation of the Riemannian submersion p.HR = ~rT



L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions 241From Remark 4.6 we can also write: HR = ~rTApplying to both members the projector C yields:C(HR) = C( ~rT )The conformal invariance of C(HR) (cf. [7]) and of C( ~rT ) (cf. Remark 3.1) allows us toassert:(5:3) C(HR�) = C( ~rT �)where HR� is the horizontal component of the restriction to the vertical subspace of the(1,3) curvature tensor of (N;G). The conformal invariance of equation (5.3) is now aconsequence of Lemma 4.3. We call it the vertical conformal Codazzi equation.Summing up we may state:Theorem 5.1. Let � : (N;G�) �! (B; g) be a conformal submersion. The followingequations hold good and are invariant at the conformal changes of the metric G� .W �V =W �f + C( ~T �) (vertical conformal Gauss equation)W �H = Ŵ � + C( ~~A �) (horizontal conformal Gauss equation)C(HR�) = C( ~r�T ) (vertical conformal Codazzi equation)6. The last two equationsLet VR = ~rA� 2Lbe the horizontal Codazzi equation of the Riemannian submersion p. Using Remark 4.6we substitute A to A and apply the projector C:C(VR) = C( ~rA)� 2C(L)As C(VR) is conformally invariant (cf. [7]) we obtain:C(VR) = C(VR�)where VR� is the vertical component of the restriction to the horizontal spaces of the (1,3)curvature tensor of (N;G�).We de�ne a vertical valued trilinear form on the horizontal vectors by the equality:G�(L�(X;Y;Z); V ) = G�(TV Z;AXY );



242 L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersionsfor each vertical vector V . Clearly L� = L and alsoC(L�) = C(L)The conformal class of the metric G being �xed we do not specify by means of what metricis L computed.Unfortunately C( ~rA) is not conformally invariant because A is not symmetric onhorizontal vectors, but antisymmetric. To obtain a conformally invariant equation weconsider C( ~DA), where ~DA is de�ned as:( ~DA)(X;Y;Z) = (DXA)(Y;Z)� (DYA)(X;Z)From Lemma 4.4 we know that D = r and then:C( ~rA) = C( ~DA)The conformal invariance of D and A implies:(6:1) C(VR�) = C( ~DA) � 2C(L)We call (6.1) the horizontal Codazzi equation. It clearly doesn't change at conformalchanges on the total space.Finally we consider the analogue of the Ricci equation for the Riemannian submersion p:G(R(X;V )Y;W ) =G((rVA)XY;W )�G((rXT )VW;Y )++G(AXV;AYW ) �G(TVX;TW Y )From the Bianchi identity:G(R(X;Y )V;W ) = G(R(X;V )Y;W )�G(R(Y; V )X;W )and from the antisymmetry of (rVA)XY in X and Y we derive:G(R(X;Y )V;W ) = 2G((rVA)XY;W ) +G((rXT )VW;Y )��G((rY T )VW;X) +G(AXV;AYW )�G(AY V;AXW )++G(TV Y; TWX) �G(TVX;TW Y )It was proved in [7] that G�((R�(X;Y )V;W ) = e2�G(R(X;Y )V;W ). Multiplying bothmembers of the above equation by e2� and applying Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 we obtain aconformally invariant equation.(6:2) G�(R�(X;Y )V;W ) = 2G�((DVA)XY;W ) +G�((DXT )VW;Y )��G�((DY T )VW;X) +G�(AXV;AYW )�G�(AY V;AXW )++G�(TV Y;TWX) �G�(TVX;TW Y )



L. Ornea and G. Romani: The Fundamental Equations of Conformal Submersions 243This leads to:Theorem 6.1 For a conformal submersion � : (N;G�) �! (B; g) equation (6.1), calledthe horizontal conformal Codazzi equation, and equation (6.2) hold good and are confor-mally invariant.Remark 6.2 The same method we used to prove the above theorem may be used to deriveanother form of the vertical conformal Codazzi equation, namely:C(HR�) = C( ~DT )Remark 6.3 One may consider equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (6.1) and (6.2) for Riemanniansubmersions too; in this case T � T; A � A; D = r still the equations do not coincidewith (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) respectively.Remark 6.4 Changing the metric g of the base space of a conformal submersion � :(N;G�) �! (B; g) with a conformal one g? = e2�g; � 2 C1(B), produces another confor-mal submersion�? : (N;G�) �! (B; g?) whose associated function is �? = �����?. But,as a direct check shows, the connection D, de�ned by means of this associated function,doesn't change when we substitute �? to �; thus the tensors T and A will not change.Taking into account that the metric G� remains the same one may easily conclude that allthe equations we found, except the horizontal conformal Gauss equation, are also invariantat conformal changes of the metric on the base space.References[1] Besse, A.: Einstein manifolds. Springer Verlag, 1987.[2] Gray, A.: Pseudo-Riemannian almost product manifolds and submersions. J. Math.Mech. 16 (1967), 715-738.[3] Ianus, S.: Di�erential geometry with applications in relativity theory (in Romanian).Ed. Academiei, Bucharest 1983.[4] Okubo, K.: Invariant connections for conformal and projective changes. J. Math.Kyoto Univ. 31 (1991), 1087-1094.[5] O'Neill, B.: The fundamental equations of a Riemannian submersion. Mich. Math.J. 34 (1966), 459-469.[6] Ornea, L.; Romani, G.: Conformal geometry of Riemannian submanifolds I. Gaussequation. Preprint, Univ. degli Studi di Roma 41/92.[7] Ornea, L.; Romani, G.: Conformal geometry of Riemannian submanifolds II. Co-dazzi and Ricci equations. (to appear).


